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ROUND 6

Congratulations Rhonan 
Appleby on an amazing  
150 games for your beloved 
SHARKS

Massive thanks to our 
sponsor of the round  
Blue Dog Café in Park 
Orchards in support of 
National Volunteer Week.  

A moment in time where 
we stop and celebrate all 
our volunteers that make 
community clubs like ours 
awesome!!



Milestone Banners
A milestone banner is a run through banner that players use to celebrate when they 
reach 50, 100 or 150 Sharks games played.

Your team manager will be able to let you know when you are reaching milestone 
game tally

There are two steps to organising the banner:

1. Book the Sharks banner which will frame your child’s 
crepe paper insert.
2. Order or make your own crepe paper insert with your 
child’s detail on it.
PLEASE REFER TO THE CLUB WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION.  THE BELOW IS 
ONLY A BRIEF OVERVIEW

Step 1: Book the Sharks Banner

The Club has 2 banners for use by Sharks families to celebrate the milestone games 50 
Games and 100 Games (some reach 150 Games)

The outside of the banner is what you book using the online booking form on the 
website: Sharks Junior Football Club » Run-Through Banner (sharksjfc.org.au)

This form goes to Peter Hume who manages  
our banner bookings and will liaise with you  
regarding collection and return

The inside section of the banner is designed  
to be filled with crepe paper and used as a  
run through for the players (see Step 2)

Step 2: Ordering or Making the Banner insert

The banner insert is a crepe paper section which attaches to the banner and is 
designed for the players to run through. You can order the crepe paper banner insert 
or you can make your own.

Option 1: Pre-Made Banners by ‘Phelan Like a Banner’

Phelan Like a Banner is a local banner making business 
in Wonga Park that makes custom banners for football 
games. There is no better feeling than running through 
a banner, and no worse a feeling than sitting around  
all week sticking one together, so they will do that 
bit for you for as little at $120 a banner, or $150 for a 
double-name banner.

    

Option 2: Pre-Made  
banner by Milestone  
Banners
Milestone Banners is a company that  
will make the insert of your banner &  
deliver it to your door. They need 1-2  
weeks notice & prices start from $150

Option 3: DIY Banners
If you decide to make your own please refer to our website for instructions and 
templates



SUPPORT YOUR CLUB 
& BUY A TICKET OR TWO

Buy a $5 raffle ticket. Three cars to be won.
100% of proceeds go directly to the club.

Good for Footy Raffle

VALUED AT*

$45,373
Toyota RAV4  

AWD GX Hybrid  
2.5L Auto CVT

1ST
 

PRIZE

VALUED AT*

$36,640
Toyota Camry  

FWD Hybrid Ascent 
2.5L Auto CVT

2ND
 

PRIZE

VALUED AT*

$33,198
Toyota Yaris Cross  

2WD GX Hybrid  
1.5L Auto CVT

3RD
 

PRIZE

^All values for listed prizes are inclusive of GST. Name of Benefiting Organisation: Australian Football League (ABN 97 489 912 318) (“AFL”). ACT Permit: ACT R 20/00244; NSW Permit: GOCAU/2364; QLD Permit: 206596; SA Permit: M13963; TAS Permit: 77954; VIC Permit: 10473/20. Number of tickets to be printed: 181,112. Promoter: AFL (ABN 
97 489 912 318) (Ph: (03) 9643 1976). Nominee: Paul Birman of AFL House, 140 Harbour Esplanade, Docklands, Victoria, 3008. Raffle Opening Date: 12pm on 08/03/2021 AEST. Raffle Closing Date: 12pm on 06/09/2021 AEST. For full terms and conditions please go to toyota.com.au/aflraffle. Draw details: Computerised Draw at 12pm AEST 
on 10/09/2021 at Good2Give, 12 Holtermann St, Crows Nest, NSW 2065. Winners will be drawn at random via a Computerised Draw. Winners will be contacted via telephone and in writing within 2 business days of being drawn. A complete list of winners will be published in The Australian newspaper and on toyota.com.au/aflraffle on 15th 
September 2021. To be eligible to enter, entrants must be 18 years of age or over at the commencement of the Raffle and residents of Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales, Northern Territory, Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania or Victoria. Directors, management, employees, contractors or immediate family members of the 
Promoter or Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Limited (ABN 64 009 686 097), or any of their related entities or agents involved in the Raffle are not eligible to enter. *Recommended driveaway price includes 12 months registration, 12 months compulsory third party insurance, dealer delivery, metallic paint (if applicable) and stamp duty. 1st, 
2nd and 3rd prize year of make is 2021. Vehicles pictured in promotional material are not necessarily the same colour as the prize vehicles. Please see toyota.com.au/aflraffle for full prize details.

Toyota Good for Footy Raffle is up and running.

This year the raffle has gone digital, which means  
no more paper tickets and all sales happen online.  

All transactions take place within a personalised  
club portal and you receive tickets directly  

via email.

What hasn’t changed is that our club still gets to keep  
100% of the proceeds of every ticket sold.

That’s money spent back on the kids on things  
like new training equipment for next year, training  

courses and guest speakers,  
maybe more vouchers to use as awards.

Here’s how to buy a ticket:
click on the below link

https://toyotagoodforfooty.raffletix.com.au/parkorchardsjfc



Train to be a junior
AFL Umpire

Are you minimum 14 years old and 
looking to earn some extra money?

Why not give umpiring junior AFL
a go. You’ll receive training
every week, no night shifts

and keep fit!!
 

The YJFL are always looking for new
enthusiastic umpires to start their
umpiring career within the states

biggest junior football league!

You will be able to attend weekly
training sessions within Sharks territory

at Colman Park in Warrandyte South by
the highly experienced Jackson Emery

Colman Park Tuesdays 6-7pm.  

Contact Nina on 0409564724 or 
merchandise@sharksjfc.org.au  

if you are interested in
being a junior AFL umpire

18 April Round 1

25 April Round 2 - ANZAC DAY

2 May Round 3

9 May Round 4

16 May Round 5

23 May Round 6 - Under 8s Day

30 May Round 7 - Under 9s Day 

6 June Round 8

13 June Queen’s Birthday Weekend- NO GAMES

20 June Round 9

27 June First week of June/ July School Holidays - NO GAMES

4 July Middle Week of June/ July Holidays - NO GAMES

11 July Round 10

18 July Round 11

25 July Round 12

1 August Round 13

8 August Round 14

15 August Semi Finals

22 August Prelim Finals

29 August Grand Finals

Season Dates
To Remember
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Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish 
Junior Football Club

Phone: 0408 367 444
GO SHARKS!!

Shark Attack
Round 6 Wrap UP
PRESIDENTS LETTER

Welcome all our Sharks parents, in particular this week.  
The welcome comes with a huge THANK YOU. Why? Well Round 6  
incorporated National Volunteers Week. To see parents every week  
accepting the various roles they must play in their children’s’ sport is fantastic. I know it 
gets a bit hard having a to stand as goal umpire in the pouring winter rain or feel as if 
we back up almost every second week to fulfill a role, but that’s the sacrifice we make. 
I must admit, on those wet days, how great it was to be the timekeeper and keep nice 
and dry. 

Without our Team Managers coordinating each week’s roster for parents the games 
couldn’t go on. So, as a big thanks, our local ‘Blue Dog’ Café offered a voucher to all 
our TM’s this week, including the away team TM’s at Domeney and Stintons. Now that’s 
a great show of generosity and community spirit. A true reflection of our club’s ethos 
and how we integrate into our local community. 

Whilst our parents quietly go about their business each week our young men and 
women turned it on match day this week. Our Sharks players turned up in mass to 
compete with gusto, full effort and heart. Many battles were played out on the day 
with more wins than losses. As said, there were some close results, a few big wins and 
some honourable losses. The beauty of football is that we quickly refocus and look to 
the next week.

It’s hard to believe that next week (Round 7) is effectively the halfway mark for the 
season. Normally around the midseason mark and approaching school holidays, we 
hold one of our ‘Burger Nights’. Unfortunately, due to Covid protocols and also the 
rooms at Domeney being refurbished, this will not happen. Hopefully later in the season 
we shall be able to successfully have a club get together. 

Apart from the opportunity of our community coming together and being able to 
openly socialise, it’s a great time to acknowledge various achievements. In particular, 
our young players who have reached 50 or 100 games played. We also recognise our 
150 game milestones; however, these are formally acknowledged at the end of season 
presentation. 

On a personal note, three of my sons have all achieved 100 games for the Sharks. 
Yet on Sunday, my youngest Rhonan, celebrated running through his banner for 150 
GAMES! This makes him the 57th Sharks player to notch up all his games played at our 
wonderful club. Well done and congratulations Rhoey.

Sponsor of the Round

Blue Dog Café located on Park Road are this week’s sponsor. If you’ve not been 
before or haven’t been for a while, then do yourself a favour and visit soon! The folks 
are friendly, the atmosphere is warm, and the food is fantastic. Open for breakfast, 
lunch and dinner, check out the ‘Specials’ as the taste sensations created are out of 
this world. Thank you, Blue Dog, for providing our Team Managers with vouchers for 
National Volunteer Week. The team at Blue Dog have my tick of approval, keep up the 
great efforts in producing your yummy winter warmers.

Queen’s Birthday

Please note that Sunday 13th June there are no games scheduled on this weekend. 
PARENTS, please enjoy a sleep in. SHARKS PLAYERS what a great opportunity to help 
out around your home. Remember, Mum and/or Dad transport you to training and 
matches each week, remind you if you’ve got everything and have jumpers and shorts 
clean to wear. So, as a thank you all players could maybe just do a bit more to help 
out – from washing dishes, to vacuuming, to cleaning up your room – oh the list goes 
on!

Team Photos

Please be aware that Team Photos will be taken on Friday the 18th and Sunday the 
20th June

Summary

Looking forward to Round 7 for our Juniors. If at any stage, you have any queries then 
please don’t hesitate to contact myself via text or catch up in person. GO SHARKS!!

RITCHIE APPLEBY  
President - Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish JFC 
0408 367 444
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UNDER 8 RED: Coached by: Robbie Ward 
# NameROUND ROBBIN GAME

This week the U/8 had their first taste of round robin 
games. It was a magical morning and the boys were 
all pumped to be there. It was a bit of a rush with a few 
being late (The coach was the worst offender here!) and 
unfortunately we had a couple of boys away and unable 
to play so we pushed on with 9 players. 

I couldn’t have been more proud of the effort and 
competitiveness of the boys across the whole day. The 
boys battled 9 V 11 again most oppositions and The 
improvement from game 1 to game 4 was evident with 
some great passages of handball and linkup play in the 
final game of the 4 a highlight for me. We didn’t kick a 
goal on the scoreboard in any of the games but I believe 
we were able to get a victory on the scoreboard in one 
of the 4 games which the boys were pumped about!

There was a couple of great performances across all 
games with Xavier Murry winning the award for best 
player on the day, the improvement from Xavier from his 
first night at training to now has been massive, as is the 
case with most of the boys. His want to be involved in the 
game and stay present with tackling and chasing the 
opposition down in the last match was great to watch. He 
loves kicking a goal when he gets the chance also!

Xavier McCartney had some great passages of running play, we just need to get him 
making some quicker decisions on disposing of the ball, he is a great asset when he 
uses his leg speed. Patty and Jet were great in the backline across most of the day 
and Patty’s Kicking skills and hitting targets we on display. Logan probably did his best 
work in the midfield, his tackling and ball winning was terrific, we just need to get him 
to slow down a bit and improve his technique when tackling. Josh is having a great 
season and displaying his skills by hand and foot and marking ability across all lines he 
is playing in really shines through.

Sam had some great glimpses when he got in space with a few running bounces and 
a couple of shots on goal that just missed. His kicking skills are constantly improving. 
Finally it was great to see Raph involved throughout the whole game, he got on the 
end of some great work from our midfielders when in the forward line and laid some 
great tackles which was great to see. Hopefully we can get him on the scoreboard this 
week!

Looking forward to this coming week and hopefully we can improve with a focus being 
on handballing skills which definitely help bringing our teammates into the game. 

WE LOVE BRINGING
LAND TO LIFE

RESIDENTIAL  LAND

DEVELOPERS

resiventures.com.au

resiventuresLDA   |  1300 031 260
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UNDER 9 RED: Coached by: Andrew Latella 
SCORE

NO REPORT SUBMITTED

# Name
#1 Tom Bloodworth
#2 Cristiano Latella
#3 Flynn Marsh
#4 Toby Bullen
#8 Mason West

#10 Domenic Parisella
#13 Liam Murphy
#14 Josh Sprague
#16 Sebastian De Stratton
#18 Kristos Theodorou
#20 Kobe De Angelis
#22 Thomas Critchley 
#24 Jack Dixon
#25 Will Palframan
#26 James Versteegan
#28 Harry Sowersby
#41 Mase Sommers

UNDER 10 RED: Coached by: David Worthington
# Name

Cruz Anderson
Jasper Beck

Jacob Beven
Joshua Cox

Eli De Rooden
Alfie Gniel

Edward James
Sebastian Kinski

Magnus Luke
Flynn Milton

Gabriel Natsis
Daniel Noble

Levi Natsis
Lachlan Radle
Harrison Torner

Heath Worthington
Jack Weimar

Mason Woollard

PO 5.7.37  Def  Hawthorn Citizens 3.4.22

An early and chilly start on the frost covered Hawthorn 
Citizens Oval, would prove a challenge to see if the boys 
were fully awake and ready to play. Works out that looks 
were deceptive, and the boys were ready for battle. 
Hitting the scoreboard quickly setting us up for a great 1st 
qtr.  

2.3.25 to 1.0.6

The boys continued to do as they were asked and play 
their positions, back forward or midfield and they all did. 
It was pleasing to hear the boys using their voices and 
encouraging each other to do the team things, leading 
us to a commanding half time score. 

4.4.28 to 2.1.13

In the 3rd Hawthorn showed they were up for the 
challenge and started to move the ball with intent. The 
boys answered with some great pressure and linking 
play, which saw us hit the scoreboard again, answering 
Hawthorn’s pressure, this increased our lead by the end 
of the 3rd. 

5.6.36 to 2.4.16

In the 4th qtr. the boys were asked to continue their 
dominance by playing out the game with the same level 
of intensity as the first 3 qtr.’s and they did which was 
pleasing as we had faded in previous weeks. You may 
notice I haven’t mentioned the boys individually as this 
was, I think, the best team effort we have put together 
against the best opposition we have faced, well done 
fellas. Final score: 

5.7.37 to 3.4.22 Our awesome TM Greg with  
his Blue Dog Café voucher.   
Thanks for all you do!!
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UNDER 11 RED: Coached by: Ben Hine
# Name
3 Cohen Myers
6 James Fortington
7 Sam Caltieri
8 Ethan Genever

10 Harrison Hume
11 Maxi Mcleod
13 Jackson Gadd
14 Archie Hattwich
15 Harry McInerney
17 Miller Hine
18 Hugh Marsh
19 Harry Wilson
21 Jackson Hartley
23 Charlie McGinty
25 Jasper Mijat
27 Marcus Di Battista
29 Luke Newman
37 Darcy Saunders
39 Alex Giosserano
40 Fynn Robertson
43 James Cahill
47 Luke O'Neil Parker
51 Anthony Doolan

SCORE

A great effort by the Sharks U11 boys on Sun 23rd May, 
holding the leagues top team to 2 goals to half time 
before Macleod turned up the pressure in the 3rd to kick 
away, eventually running out winners by 52 points at 
the final siren. The boys should hold their head up high 
however. They applied fantastic pressure for most parts of 
the game, as acknowledged by the opposition coach. 
We are gradually stringing the game together week to 
week. It was really encouraging to see so many of the 
boys running hard, laying tackles and being rewarded 
with frees. 

1st Quarter – The boys started pretty strong, creating a 
contest all around the ground. Macleod were a tall side 
and we did well to keep the score to 1 goal until another 
late goal at the end of the quarter. H-man, Forto were 
solid down back. Cohen was getting amongst it and our 
mids were running hard. Was tough to find a score by 
the sharks, we managed to lock it in our forward half for 
a good portion of the quarter, we were just unable to 
convert. An awesome tackle by Hman in the backline. 
Sammy once again all around the ground. Some ok 
passages from half back to half forward. 

Scoreline at Q1: 0.1.1 – 2.0.12

2nd Quarter – Mega quarter by the boys. We kept Macleod scoreless. Even contest 
up and down the field. Sam continued to be everywhere, kicking freely on both left 
and right. The big standout was Darcy, applying massive tackles and working several 
clearances. LukeN also tackling strong of half back. Hman strong overhead marks. 
Hugh got amongst it and great to see some courage by Archie staying on the field 
after a knock on the head. Special mention also to Charlie M who once again took 
several strong marks also overhead. New Jasper was getting a few possessions also. 

Scoreline at Q2: 0.1.1 – 2.0.12

3rd Quarter – The blowout quarter where it unravelled. Macleod simply stepped up a 
gear, and was able to move around our defense at will to put on several easy goals, 
amplified by some of the boys simply not manning up and staying with their opponent. 
Major highlights were Ethan’s crunching tackle that was rewarded with a free and a 
massive cheer from the Sharks boundary line parents and coaches. Great stuff Ethan. 
Darcy, Sammy continued to run and get possessions. Forto, HMan unfortunately came 
off with minor injuries. LukeN took a really strong overhead mark off half-back, saving 
another possible scoring opportunity. 

Scoreline at Q3: 0.1.1 – 7.6.48

4th Quarter – A good effort by the boys to contain the run and carry by Macleod, 
keeping them to only 1 more major, and our side missing a few opportunities to only 
score a few behinds. Charlie again popping up at contests, Antho, JamesC ensuring 
that the ball stayed in our forward line when it did go down there. Wasn’t meant to be 
today, and we ended with a nasty knock to the knee for LukeN who we hope is able 
to get up for the game next week. 

Scoreline at Q4: 0.3.3 – 8.7.55

Awards: BOG: CharlieM, 

Most improved: JamesC, Darcy, Ethan

Let’s keep it up lads. Work hard at training. We must keep working on staying with our 
opposition player, kicking long out of defense and importantly supporting our team 
mates with options for moving the ball. Keep at it Sharks!
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UNDER 12 RED: Coached by: Damian Noonan 
# Name
1 Patrick Duffy
3 Benjamin Hales
4 Hunter Weeks
5 Angus Hales
7 Michael Moore
9 Xavier Noonan

11 Julian Nicholls
12 Lucas Daley
13 Cameron Noble
15 Elliot Davis
19 Will Inglese
21 Arlo Ross
23 Archie Rowe
25 Cash Kinnear
26 Kai Wachter
27 Joshua Prest
28 Jack Ottens
31 Charlie Wilson
33 Darcy Noonan
37 Hudson Lynch
38 Jahla Goyma
46 Ben Nicholls
50 Luca Phelan
 Oliver Lanza

PO 3-10-28 DEF BY Hawthorn Citz FA 5-3-33

I think we have played just as many games at Victoria 
Road as we have at Domeney, so for us it was a ground 
we are not unaccustomed to.

Having 4 away and a few late injuries we ended up 
taking the field with 17.

Being a smaller ground, we would be able to play smart 
and conserve our energy and keep fresh legs around the 
ball.

Being a smaller ground it was going to be a in close tight 
game but we still wanted to move the ball quickly and 
change direction when in control by looking for the inside 
kick and not just go long down the line.

We moved the ball well at times Archie played a great 
game starting on the wing and linked up with Darcy and 
Xavier when coming out of defence, Luca had his best 
game of the season so far starting at Centre Half Forward 
then moving to full back after half time was fantastic.

All of our key players performed well and have been the 
drive of the team, Hudson & Elliot had specific roles this 
week to be our stay at home forward, Hudson as our key 
target and Elliot to rove when the ball hit the ground, Elliot 
had a great game and kicked a true forward pockets 
goal and almost had 2 for the day. Hudson lead well 
and is working hard at training on timing his leads and presenting to the right spot, he 
played well up forward to provide us with the target we need.

Jahla was again great rucking for 3 quarters up against a really good player he halved 
the contests and battled really hard all day.

Lucas & Julian played deep back all game and performed well scrapping away, 
Julian was clean with his ball use and Lucas in and under getting dirty when required. 

Patrick and Cam ran all day along with Xavier, all 3 are key to our ball movement and 
work well and are always high on the pressure rating.

Darcy & Ben bookended the Halfback and Half forward line with both boys taking 
plenty of marks and dominating overhead.

Josh & Cash working in tandem are the engine room with both boys in everything all 
day, under packs, and plenty of gut running.

Ollies second week back he played well in tandem with Luca up forward then 
transitioned to half back as Darcy moved into the midfield to help provide some extra 
grunt around the ball, Ollie is moving well and we can see him building up to his best 
footy.

Hunter is working hard at training and is taking everything in, after last week seeing 
snippets of what he can do Hunter again provided an option across half forward and 
competed well, he and Will worked hard and made sure they moved to the right spots 
to help Ben across half forward.

Both teams played well, we had lots of the play, but we continually found it hard to 
find space in our forward line as Hawthorn dropped both their forward flanks back to 
defence to play spare in our forward line.

The boys feel into some habits of getting caught pushing to far up the ground and got 
caught out with Hawthorns plan of kicking wide to space, they moved the ball quickly 
and our backs had to scramble in defence as Hawthorn surged forward. 

We had plenty of chances as we dominated field position for extended periods, we 
missed 4 easy shots, hitting the post and missing set shots in front, we kicked 7 points 
after half time that would in the end costing us the game going down by 5 points.

A hard lesson to learn when we played well and played exactly how we intended to 
play, unfortunately things don’t go your way and the ball can bounce against you, we 
just need to stick at it as next time the luck will go our way.

In the end it was one that got away but chin up boys our EFFORT & ATTITUDE was 
fantastic all game and we played the game hard & fair the Sharks Way.

¼ Time PO 2-1-13 to Hawthorn Citz FA R 1-0-6

½ Time PO 3-3-21 to Hawthorn Citz FA 3-1-19

¾ Time PO 3-7-25 to Hawthorn Citz FA 4-1-25

Final PO 3-10-28 to Hawthorn Citz FA 5-3-33

Goals: Xavier 1, Elliot 1, Ben N1

Best: Phelan, Prest, Darcy, Ben N, Elliot, Archie, Julian, Cam
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UNDER 13 RED: Coached by: Mark Hamilton 
# Name
33 Zac Antonellos
25 Indy Brown
7 Fynn Bullen

44 Joshua Daley
40 Albie De Rooden
11 Nate Farrell
3 Harry Halls
41 Logan Hamilton
36 Cohen Hine
37 Tate Hodgson
9 Eamon McDonald

17 Justin McIntyre
39 Charlie Nash
23 Daniel Nielsen
35 Luke Paciocco
27 Logan Ross
1 Logan Sonderhof

32 Isaiah Thomas
5 Austin Wallace
43 Daniel Williamson

Park Orchards 2 3 15 Def by Surrey Park 6 3 39

We played Surrey Park, at Stinton’s Reserve today, fine 
conditions for footy – about 16 degrees, slight breeze and 
a great surface.

Surrey have had some good form and our Sharks numbers 
had been reduced to only 16 due to Albie joining the 
injury list with a hamstring but we were determined to put 
in a competitive performance.

Surrey came out hard in the first quarter and we failed 
to score while they added 2 goals. We played loose, 
undisciplined football and they took advantage and 
ran and attacked hard. To their credit our backs stood 
up and played some pretty solid footy to minimize the 
damage.

The second quarter was the complete opposite we 
controlled the contested ball, ran hard, moved the ball 
quickly and manned up tight when we didn’t have it and 
by the end of the half we had evened up the goal kicking 
ledger and kept Surrey scoreless  - they had a 1 point 
lead. Everyone contributed and played well in the 2nd 
quarter, Tate, Nashy, Indy and Hamo all got the team going and Sonders as reliable as 
ever up forward snagged our two majors.

The 3rd was a closely fought contest, we had several set shots near goal but instead 
of doing the team thing and finding a higher percentage shot we fell short on each 
occasion. Surrey scored 1 goal to our 1 point.

So the final quarter was setup for an epic finish – however we simply ran out of steam 
– Surrey had a full bench of 8 players which meant they had fresh legs and similar 
to previous games with no rotations we couldn’t run with them. We again had 2 set 
shots for goal in the quarter but again we were too far out and failed to score – vital 
missed opportunities that could so very easily had changed the final result. We played 
valiantly and every single player put 100% effort in, unfortunately we were held 
scoreless and Surrey added 3 goals to close out the game.

We know we can compete with the stronger sides in the Brown, we desperately need 
to get a few players back from injury. We may surprise a few teams later in the season 
when we are back at full strength – for the time being we need to stay a tight group 
and keep working as a team.

Goals: Sonders 2

Best Players: Nashy, Indy, Hamo, Tate,  Fynn, Sonders 

Mark Hamilton
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UNDER 13 BLACK: Coached by: Brad Motteram
# NameSCORE

NO REPORT SUBMITTED

# Name
1 Will Tsoukatos 
6 Riley Di Conza 
7 Henry Milton 
8 Jacob Sette 
9 Dylan Todero 

10 Archie Leonard 
12 Jayden Sultana 
15 Lachlan Dickson 
16 Christian Theodorou 
18 Hamish Noonan 
21 Felix Kilworth 
22 Jack Inglese 
23 Sebastian Henderson 
27 Brooklyn Mitchell 
29 Jacob Bridger 
35 Lucas Nicholls 
37 Austin Foxwell 
39 Max Beach 
43 Darcy Brown 

UNDER 14 RED: Coached by: Jake Leonard
SCORE

NO REPORT SUBMITTED

Thank you to the volunteers group of parents from  
U14Red today
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UNDER 14 BLACK: Coached by: Duncan AllAn 
# Name
26 Jordan Allan
37 Byron Bradshaw
36 Fletcher Cameron

Kristian Dass
13 Sean Kelly
34 James King
28 Will Mc Diarmid
30 Jack Mc Diarmid
4 Tom Mc Diarmid

11 Zach Millar
24 Lachlan Oakes
25 Sean O Leary
14 Jacob Simos
38 Byron Steele-Bonney
20 Charlie Tassell
40 Bruce Waddy

SCORE

NO REPORT SUBMITTED

UNDER 15 RED: Coached by: Adam Kenny 
# Name
1 Jett Simpson
2 Samuel Prest
7 Flynn Hutchinson
8 Liam Webb

10 Jake Galstians
14 Oliver Nitz
16 William Tait
17 Daniel Albers
18 Joshua Galstians
19 Josh Smillie
20 Harley Jackson
21 Max MacKay
22 Oliver Postill
27 William Rossimel
29 William Kenny
31 Max Dominko
33 Xavier Cuthbert
37 Joel Stephens
39 Andrew Holt
43 Thomas Worthington

SCORE

It was another challenging game for the boys yesterday. 
Having to play undefeated Kew for the second time in 
three weeks was an interesting gift from the YJFL, but we 
have to play them some time, and as always the boys 
never seem phased by the opposition.

Kew’s size and run and structure was very impressive, but 
one of the positives from the game is that we were more 
competitive than our last meeting, and still can match 
them when things go well for us. We are perhaps a good 
bounce, an accurate kick or a decision that goes our 
way away from being closer on the scoreboard.

Once again, our effort and endeavour couldn’t be 
faulted.

Andi H basically played on one leg, yet was dominant 
across half back. Xavier, Taity, Oli P and Flynn, every 
week, line up against bigger bodies yet they tackle, 
harass and generally beat their opponents and drive us 
forward.

The run and linking kicks off the back line were excellent 
and gave us every opportunity to score.

Webby ran his heart out, tackling, chasing, competing and doing everything possible, 
as did Dan Albers; his drive from the centre clearances was outstanding, while he 
hassled and smothered.

Joel continues to find form and his intercepts and run from half back and then the wing 
were invaluable. Willis likewise competed and ran all day, providing opportunities for us 
to switch the play.

Oli N and Josh G are leaders of the competition when it comes to on ballers; they 
both have terrific run, compete and chase and gather and run, and lead the team by 
example.
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Sammy P rose to a halftime challenge, and this is a sign of a gifted footballer; he 
reflects and always gives of his best and responds to instructions.

Up forward, Maxy D was competitive and even slotted one from the goal square…
while Maxy M gains in confidence and is now more regularly breaking packs.

Harley has silky skills and provides a target, or consistently hits one…he has become an 
invaluable onballer.

Rossi as always presented strongly both up forward and then was a positive influence 
on the ball.

And we welcomed Morgan to the team, and he quickly found his feet, and Im sure will 
grow from strength to strength as he plays more. His contest and setting up of a Max 
goal in the third quarter was terrific.

Thank you to Jake, Josh and Tom who came along and supported the team.

As always, thank you to Al Galstians for being runner, Simon Webb for being trainer, 
Matt for his coaching, Bevo for his goal umpiring,  and to all others who assisted with 
roles, and Andrew Dominko for team managing.

Once again, thank you to everyone who came along and enthusiastically supported 
the boys. Its challenging to watch the result at the moment, as the boys are playing 
with heart and spirit, but hopefully, we are close to our next win.

 

UNDER 15 BLACK: Coached by: Justin Cahill 
# NameSCORE

This week U15 Black played out in Greensborough against 
St Mary’s.  The ground was massive, more like a giant 
400M track than a footy oval in terms of shape.  Sun was 
out and conditions were perfect for a game of footy.  
As has been our recent trend we were struggling for 
numbers for the Team with illness and injury, however we 
did well to scrape 18 boys together for the match.  Many 
Thanks to Austin Wallace filling in from U13’s, he played 
well, put himself over the ball a number of times and was 
rewarded with a free kick in our forward line to set up a 
shot on goal, great work.

Overall - I think we matched up on St Mary pretty well, 
they were a taller team, bit did not really capitalise in the 
air and they kept us in the game with some inaccurate 
kicking on goal.  After a slow start last week the challenge 
was laid out for the boys for an 80min effort.  Pleasingly 
we did get a 4 qtr performance, however, it felt that this was a get-able game for us 
that we just let slip.  There was nothing in it at qtr time, we were down a point after 
St Mary’s had most of the control of the game.  Mozzie continued his good form up 
forward with a lovely snap for a goal and Plugged slotted his first of five for the day.

Second quarter I think we lacked a little polish and St Mary’s were able to capitalise 
on a few turn overs and built a small lead.  Our pressure was good around the ground 
we had a few shots on goal and were able to keep the score board ticking over which 
was really good, we just could not always finish off our good work.

The second half was a bit more of the same, our effort was good, we just turned the 
ball over on occasion and St Marys were able to hurt us on the scoreboard.  We were 
able to produce 14 shots on goal and were just beaten so there are some positives for 
us, especially considering we are a few players short, our strongest line up is not too far 
away.
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Some performances of note:

- Plugger continues to hit the scoreboard for us, kicked 5, could have had a few 
more, his work rate around the forward line is first class, always presenting, but 
defensive pressure when we don’t have the ball is spot on.

-  Mozzie was busy for us, kicked a nice goal and had a good last quarter on the ball, 
finished with plenty of run.

- Austin Wallace did not take a backward step against some boys who were twice his 
size.

- Shezza played up the ground, bit of a high half forward and worked into the game, 
had a great last quarter when we were trying to  win the game.

- Jacko fought it out pretty hard at CHF all day, presented well and generated a few 
kicks on goal.  Played a pretty physical game, wore a really hard bump in the final 
term and picked up a free.

- Flyin Ryan looked dangerous up forward before coming off with a head knock just 
before half time.  Hopefully he bounces back for us next week.

- Fish played a good game, starting to build a bit of form, worked hard in the middle 
and on the wings and drifted forward in the last quarter to kick a nice set shot.

- Bones had a good game, a great last quarter, provided run for us when and where 
we needed it, starting to build a bit of confidence in his first season.

- Slugger played well after being injured last week.  Has a great knack for finding the 
footy in traffic and creating some space.

- Psycho played well after bouncing back from a virus early in the week.  His defensive 
efforts are outstanding, sets the tone with our tackling.

- Rat was in everything again, lead out midfield in the first half and continued to 
generate run from us off half back in the second half.

- Rusty played another good game, very clean below his knee’s, he owned the half 
back line and finished the last quarter on the ball, building a solid few weeks of form.

- Flea played well, tried hard to generate some run for us between half back and half 
forward, won himself a few inside 50’s which was good, did not give up all day.

- Fridge played in the ruck in the first half and did well, had his opponents measure 
around the ground, before switching to the back line in the second half.

- Ralph took over ruck duties in the second half and fought hard all day, pushed 
down in to defence to help out his team mates and was pretty hard in the contest.

- Bullets played well in the back line, took a few nice marks and read the play well, 
quelling opposition forward efforts.

- Weapon played well down back and on the ball.  He plays in front as a defender 
which I love, gives him first look at the footy.

- Flash played well, started on the ball and then moved out to the wings and half 
back.  His pace was on display a number of times and he delivered the ball inside 50 
a number of times.

We just fell short this week, We should get a few players back this week and hopefully 
we can start building some confidence.  Just falling short to a top 2 team is a good 
effort, next time we play St Mary’s we should be full of confidence that if we turn up to 
play, we can get one over them.
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UNDER 16 RED: Coached by: Nathan Tovey 
# Name
2 Matt Parrott
4 Josh Tovey
6 Josh Baldori

10 Tom Rees
12 Joel Foxwell
14 Charlie Vermeulen Brown
15 Ryan Choong
16 Will  Sonderhof
20 James Dempsey
22 Oscar Pollock
24 Tige Ridley
26 Tom Morcom
28 Harry Prunty
30 Ryan Bunker Smith
34 Isaac Macklin
36 Tobias Kilkenny
38 Darcy Money
40 Cooper Trembath
42 David Broadbent

Asst Coach - Gerry Baldori
TM - Lisa Dempsey

SCORE

On a wonderful winter Sunday afternoon we ventured 
down to our home at Domoney to play Fitzroy.

Fitzroy have been a problem child for us over the 
past few seasons, both home and away and the last 
time we met they beat us in a preliminary final in 2019 
going on to win the GF and go to Gold Div. We set 
the challenge to our boys this week that we had a 
score to settle as Fitzroy had just been relegated back 
to Brown after a winless start to their season and we 
wanted to continue this at our home ground and a 
wonderful sunny winter afternoon at Domoney.

The way we went about the first qtr was excellent, 
our boys were hard at the ball, looked for each other 
through the middle and our defence had to work hard 
as Fitzroy had come to play. We were fortunate to go 
into qtr time with a 2 goal lead.

The second qtr was where we could really set this 
game up and this was discussed at the break. As 
long as we kept up our pressure and intensity at the 
ball we could ensure we took a lead going into half 
time, which we did! Keeping Fitzroy to only 1 pt for 
the qtr we managed to kick 5 goals and go into halftime with a 43 pt lead. Some very 
accurate kicking too 8 goals 3pts, was pleasing as well as we converted well.

As Fitzroy had played in Gold we knew they wouldn’t let up so we needed our boys to 
start the third term well and not sit back and let all the hard work of the first half slip and 
geez did they do a great job. We managed to kick a further 3 goals to Fitzroys 4 points 
taking a decisive lead in the game. Our game plan had let slip a little with the boys 
kicking down the line  a little and not looking inside for each other, so we still have a 
few things to work on at training and reinforce. 

The 4th qtr we encouraged our boys to enjoy the day and reinforced our style of 
game, although by now some of the boys looked a little tired and hot (amazing how 
no water carriers even in winter can still affect the hydration or dehydration of some!!), 

yet we still managed to hit the scoreboard 9 times to the oppositions 1, giving us an 81 
pt win over a team that had troubled us in recent times.

While I have steered clear of naming players in my reports this year, I would like to 
mention a couple. We set a role and challenge for Tige and Will to rotate off one 
of fitzroys best players and they did so superbly. In particular Will who is one of our 
best ball users and shut his opponent down and yet collected a mountain of the ball 
himself. This was great to see Will take his game to another level and come out on top. 
Also, we unfortunately lost Harry Prunty with a knee injury and we wish him a speedy 
recovery.

Well done boys!!
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Vs TEAM

Round 1

UNDER 16 BLACK: Coached by: Jason Osborne 
SCORE

This week’s game was against Warrandyte at 
Domeney Reserve.

I felt that the boys had been building every week, 
culminating in our first win the previous game. 

I wanted the boys to bring the momentum of that 
4-quarter effort into this week’s game & really take it 
up to Warrandyte.

Things started off promising with the boys kicking the 
2nd goal of the match, they seemed switched on & 
that they had come to play. So, what was to come 
was unexpected to say the least. 

We went on to kick another 5 points to Warrandyte’s 
18.13.

It seemed we were able to hold them for the first half 
of every quarter, before being overwhelmed as the 
quarters went on. 

We were outplayed & out muscled by a stronger 
team who were very even across the whole ground. 

# Name
3 Mitchell Clark
5 Jacob Leaumont
7 Remi Evangelista

12 Zac Smith
13 Beau Osborne
14 Ashton Devink
16 Lachlan Vozzo
17 James O’Hagan
18 Lucas Ramage
20 Bradley Hume
21 Lachlan Radford
23 Ben Sette
25 Brodie Maynes
27 Ben Waddy
28 Daniel White
29 Robbie Paciocco
38 Oscar Lynch
46 Daniel Smith
71 Sam Box

We had a number of boys who put their hand up to try & match Warrandyte’s 
aggression but the whole team’s effort was required to be able to compete with them.

Manning up, holding our tackles, looking after our team mates, and a consistent effort 
at the ball & the opposition are all things we need to improve on. 

GOALS: Robbie 1

COLTS RED: Coached by: Glenn Mason 
P O 6.6.42 def by Booroondarra Hawks 8.11.59

It was a great day for our brand of football with the sun 
out, little breeze and a big ground. We were up against 
the tope side, a real test for us after a commanding win 
the week before against a top 4 side.

The boys now know what works for us and starting fast, 
impacting the game from the first bounce with run and 
spread was super important. The opposition came out 
and slammed on two quick goals in succession but we 
steadied and went in at quarter time a few points up. 
This all started from our midfield winning possession and 
our forwards spreading their defense. Unfortunately, 
Tom “Heffo” Heffernan went down with a shoulder injury 
early in the game; a major loss to the team and very 
disappointing for him as he was improving his game every 
week.

The second quarter saw us go down with Weeksy 
clashing with an opposition player, both going for the 
ball and both taking no further part in the game; a real 
disappointment for Weeksy who is learning to play his 
role in the side and was a big loss; I hope to see him back 
soon. 

We were now down to 18 with limited rotations, warm day, big ground against the top 
side. We had the majority of the play in the second quarter but could not convert our 
chances. We reinforced to the boys at half time that while we were still marginally in 
front, it will take a huge second half to win and it will come down to push even when 
you are tired.

Again, at ¾ time, while we were in front by 3 points, the boys didn’t take their chances 
in the third quarter to finish off some great work up the field; we could have been a 
few goals up and have the top side under real pressure. I could see the boys were 
tiring but asked them for another 20 minutes of what they had given and they would 
come away with a terrific win against the odds; but I could see they were just about 
out on their feet.

# Name
1 Ryan Smeed
5 Ben Duffy
7 Tom Maxwell
9 Kieran Rice

16 Zac McLeod
17 Nathanial Beaine
19 Blake Haslam
21 Ben Perrett
23 Oscar Seegets
25 Noah Taylor
27 Jarrah Aitken
28 Tom Heffernan
30 Rhonan Appleby
31 Chandler Weeks
32 Mason Appleby
33 James Mason
36 Cayden Skien
37 Aden Hood
38 Shannon D’Souza
39 Lachlan Jury
41 Nathan Randall
43 Brock Pellinger-Riley
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We lost another player due to injury in the last quarter and while we tried hard, the 
opposition with some bench took their chances. I could not question the effort and 
playing our brand with quick ball movement, uncontested possession into space and 
quick forward entry.  but we just ran out of legs.

Certainly, our forwards in the second half did not function as well compared to the first 
half and last week but that is a training and learning opportunity for the boys.

Our back six were solid and starting to work together in their own group. In addition, 
Nate a first time footballer this year and new to the club played a defensive role on the 
wing and was a real contributor! 

Boys, if we get some luck with injuries, you are a real threat!

Best Players: Lachlan Dury, Ben Duffy, Tom Maxwell, Noah Taylor, Kieran Rice, Oscar 
Seegets and Nate Beaine.

Goal Kickers: Blake Haslam 3, Jarrah Aitkin 2 and Aden Hood 1.

Great effort!

Glenn Mason

U 11 GIRLS: Coached by: Travis Rankin, Luke Ottens, 
Ben Kinnear 

# Name
1 Heidi Dunn
2 Annika Bosna
3 Allegra Blobel
4 Zoe Garden 
5 Jessica Fortington
6 Lilly Dawson
7 Jess Mizzi 
8 Ruby Miller
9 Chloe Bilucaglia 

10 Gemma Keaney
12 Piper Haddrick
13 Zoe Ottens 
14 Addison Lynch
15 Milla Dingle
16 Saylor Kinnear
18 Charlotte Woolley  
23 Georgia Menchise
24 Lucinda Rankin
31 Maeghan Sommers
32 Pia Klerides
34 Dana Sedawie-McKell
 25 Grier McIntyre

Sharks 10.11.71 def Hawthorn Citz 4.1.25

Sunday’s game saw us travel into Hawthorn and a trip 
down memory lane for the parents with the ground being 
less than short stumble from the old Geebung hotel. The 
temptation proved too great for the Team Managers who 
snuck in there afterwards for ‘old times sake’. The coach 
was also pleased to see the runner a lot fresher than he 
presented compared to the previous week..

Onto the footy it was once again played in magic 
conditions and the girls appreciated a smaller oval. 
Highlights in the first half were Jess M and Georgia kicking 
their first goals for the season and newbies Macy and 
Faith getting amongst the action. The team highlight 
was several passages of play where we won the ball 
and shared it with our team mates, one of our coaching 
philosophies of 2021. Sayla was selfless in finding a better 
player in position to score a goal. At half time we went in 
with a nice lead of 37 points.

At half time we threw the magnets around and the girls 
faced a spirited Hawthorn who banged on four goals for 
the quarter. Despite this we continued good team play 
with some great contributions from Addi, Milla, Charlotte 
and Allegra. In the last qtr we responded to the challenge 
and finished off strongly with Grier giving Anni first use in the ruck and Jess F kicking 
her 4th goal of the day and Lucinda her 2nd with a long bomb. Chloe was superb 
wherever she played and Piper also had a day out with two goals. 

Trav’s coaches awards

Play of the day: Sayla for her unselfish pass 
Team player: All players for multiple links of handballs 
Coaches award: Grier for her excellent work in the ruck 
MVP: Chloe who was terrific over the entire game 
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U 14 GIRLS: Coached by: Darren Dempsey 
# Name
1 Mia Spencer Jones
2 Grace Dawson
3 Willow Harvey
6 Sienna Pollock
8 Grace Bettiol
9 Amber Cannon

10 Erin Loucas
12 Scarlett McInerney
13 Indi Callaghan
14 Charlotte Peterson
17 Mia Bosna
18 Jaide Scott
20 Emily Rankin
21 Amelie Quartel
22 Tia Dempsey
23 Summer Cheeseman
25 Zara Zeeman
26 Allie King
28 Jasmine Gurgone
29 Julia Stahl
30 Ava Radle
31 Bonnie Spencer Jones
33 Raphaela Guerrero

Park Orchards 2.7 19 def by Glen Iris 3.6 26

Captain – Allie King  

Greeted by another Sunday with sunny skies, no wind and 
just like the thousands of fishermen that would have been 
in the bay and returned we also had a tale of the one 
that got away. 

Prior to the game Allie and Amber came to me 
and asked if they could share 8-9 ‘tips’ for how we 
could approach the game they had prepared on a 
whiteboard. To be honest my day was almost made 
seeing this type of initiative and leadership. They touched 
on all the things we have been trying to focus on and 
whilst we didn’t always cover this off in the game, 
knowing we had the focus and intent to improve was 
fantastic. 

Whilst we never actually hit the lead for the day, I thought 
at half time we would overrun Glen Iris in the last quarter 
kicking to the scoring end of the day. We competed hard 
all day and gave ourselves a chance only conceding 
one point in the third quarter and with the advantage 
of the scoring end in the last quarter we all felt we 
could overrun them. To their credit Glen Iris kept at it a 
r managed a couple of goals up the hill and we could only get one through the big 
sticks. A couple of key moments deep in our forward line and deep in our backline 
turned out to be big moments as well and we ended up going down by 7 points. One 
that got away. 

Not only did Erin bring the music she also brought a lot of energy and run. After a solid 
game last week I thought she was great on Sunday. Ava and Emily were awesome in 
the midfield again and Mia and Scarlett showed their usuals toughness around the ball. 
Jasmine also had her best game for the year and found the ball at both ends. In the 
end it was the depth and clean skill of glen iris that edged them clear, but we can be 
proud of the improvement and effort. 

8 Queen Street  Nunawading  Victoria  3131
Phone: 03 9873 3753  Fax: 03 9874 2833  Mobile: 0410 568 132

Email: shoppin@bigpond.net.au

Hayden Cheeseman
Managing Director

EST. 1975

Having 22 and this week most likely 23 available is brilliant however the rotations to 
enable everyone equal game time is proving to be a real challenge so we will look at 
trialling something different this week so we can allow the girls get into the game a little 
more. 

Thanks again to all the helpers and to the girls for continuing to stick at it. It will turn 
soon if we keep trying to do the right things. 

Darren 
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U 16 GIRLS: Coached by: Jayde Arnold 
# NameSCORE

NO REPORT SUBMITTED

YOUTH GIRLS: Coached by: TIM LIVINGSTONE AND DAVID BOELL 
# Name
1 Reese Stephens
2 Kristen Bertoldi
4 Jorja Livingstone
5 Abbey Callaghan
6 Alannah Boell
9 Mia Mcauliffe

10 Matilda Rae
11 Lily Chilver
12 Flynn Peters
13 Eve Parry
14 Jade Hutchinson
15 Sienna Jones
17 Taliah Cameron
18 Courtney Murray
20 Grace Jenkin
22 Lauren Knowles
23 Jasmine Taylor
24 Victoria Turner
25 Lauren Cresp
26 Dakota Hoen
32 Petra Edwards
34 Ayesha Dang
39 Charli Dempsey
ASSISTANT C: Wayne Taylor

Sharks 5.8 : 38 DEF BY Kew 7.8: 50

As a coaching group we appreciate the positivity and 
team first attitude of our players. Every week we have 
had big numbers on the bench. This obviously affects 
girls playing time however our girls’ attitude about the 
rotations has been understanding and positive. 

We started the game full of run and the reality was 
we were in control of the ball and subsequently the 
scoreboard. 

Tahlia was giving us first use of the ball from the contest 
and Jorja was racking up possessions and using her foot 
to put us into space. There was a terrific piece of play 
that linked an excellent ball win form Dakota who found 
Kristen holding structure. Kristen always turns to space and 
switched to Courtney and the Sharks took the ball all the 
way to goal in a signature piece of Sharks football. Tilly 
was busy across half forward early and Abbey was also 
lively competing in the air and at ground level.

The ever-reliable Dakota was accountable and strong in 
the contest across half back, Lily found the ball between 
the arcs and we must mention Courtney’s ripping tackle 
that actually bought down two Kew players on the wing.
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Reese got on the scoreboard after a dogged bit of play saw her outsmart two 
opponents and cleverly create a goal with her determination and speed.

However, from that point on Kew dominated the next 20 minutes and won the ball at 
the contest to hold the ball up their end of the ground. It proved to be a pivotal period 
for us, as we gave up four goals to none and it would decide the game. Despite this 
lapse in concentration, we otherwise competed extremely well and won all other 
quarters.

It was nice to see Lauren Cresp back for the Sharks and her ruck work gave us first use 
of the ball in the third quarter. Jade got busy around the packs and was creative with 
her handball. A reoccurring blood nose made life tough but she soldiered on and 
bravely finished the game after a few stints on the bench. Lauren K also gave us some 
added competitiveness when she had a run on ball.

We were again finishing the game all over our opposition and need to understand how 
to win the game when there are big numbers back inside our forward 50.  This is where 
the experience of Jaz came into the game in the last quarter with some smart running 
and clever ball use. We shared the ball going inside 50 and bought their defenders out. 
An example of this resulted in Lana’s late goal from a tight spot which was a highlight 
late in the game.

Goal Kickers: Lana 2, Tilly , Reese, Jorja, 
Best:  Tahlia , Jorja , Lana , Courtney , Jade, Tilly 
Captain: Lana Boell 
Coaches: Tim and Dave 
Assistants -  Tony and Wayne
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PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH
JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB
ROUND 6 23 - 05 - 2021


